
Behaviour Policy (ISI 9a)
This Policy covers EYFS
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Associated Policies:
Anti-Bullying Policy
Child Protection & Safeguarding Policy
Complaints Policy
Cyberbullying Policy
Digital Safeguarding Policy
Drugs Policy
Health & Safety Policy
Restraint of Pupils
Social Networking Policy
Early Years Behaviour Management

Please note that due to the ongoing situation with COVID-19, in addition to this policy, the
School is adhering to all and any current government guidance.

Aims and expectations

It is a primary aim of our school that every member of the school community feels valued
and respected, and that each person is treated fairly and well. The school’s behaviour
policy is therefore designed to support the way in which all members of the school can live
and work together in a supportive way. It aims to promote an environment where
everyone feels happy, confident and secure, and all pupils are able to learn.

In the Feltonfleet community of staff, pupils and boarders, we pride ourselves on the
School’s four core values of honesty, responsibility, respect and kindness. We seek to
show these values in all areas of school life. The life of the school is founded upon
Christian beliefs and values, and at the same time it encourages the mutual respect,
tolerance and celebration of those of other faiths and cultures.

We are committed to providing a safe environment that is free from disruption, violence
and any form of harassment so that every one of our pupils can develop their full
potential. We expect our pupils to treat members of staff and each other with courtesy
and cooperation so that they can exercise their right to learn and live in a relaxed, but
orderly, environment.

Parents/guardians have an important role in supporting the school in maintaining high
standards of behaviour so that both school and home have consistent expectations and
cooperate closely together.



The school has a number of rules (see Appendix 3), but our behaviour policy is not
primarily concerned with rule enforcement. It is a means of promoting good relationships,
so that people can work together with the common purpose of helping everyone to learn.
This policy supports the school community in aiming to allow everyone to work together in
an effective and considerate way.

We treat all pupils fairly and apply this behaviour policy in a consistent way, with
consideration of neurodiversity, where applicable. This policy aims to help children grow in
a safe and secure environment, and to become positive, responsible and increasingly
independent members of the school community. This is supported by Values Education,
which is embedded in the PSHE Education curriculum, assemblies, form times and ‘Time to
Stop & Think’ sessions. The aim is to create an environment where the pupils begin to
internalise our values and learn how to make positive choices.

The keystone of behaviour management at Feltonfleet is a focus on the four core values
of honesty, responsibility, respect and kindness.

Feltonfleet Core Values

We aim to encourage all members of the community to aspire as follows;

Honesty
● Honest about what they say and do
● Honest with themselves and in their relationships with each other
● Honest about their learning behaviour and performance

Responsibility
● Responsible for their own actions and those which affect others
● Responsible for their own learning and the learning environment
● Responsible for looking after their own belongings and those that belong to other

people

Respect
● Respect themselves, each other and the learning environment
● Respect the right of others to hold different or opposing beliefs and views
● Respect, understand, and celebrate that we are all different

Kindness
● Kind to themselves, take time to be mindful
● Kind to others, develop selfless consideration
● Kindness through random, unprompted acts

When reflecting on their behaviour, pupils will be encouraged to consider, Was it honest?
Was it responsible? Was it respectful? Was it kind?.

The behavioural guidance that underpins all that we do is:

Be honest. Be responsible. Be respectful. Be Kind.



Child-on-child abuse

Allied to the School's four core values is the non-tolerance of any kind of child-on-child
abuse, including bullying.

Feltonfleet is an anti-bullying school. If we discover that an act of abuse, bullying,
including cyberbullying, or intimidation has taken place, we act immediately to stop any
further occurrences of such behaviour. While it is very difficult to eradicate bullying, we do
everything in our power to ensure that all children attend school free from fear (see
Anti-bullying Policy).

Promoting & ensuring high standards of behaviour

At Feltonfleet, the responsibility for promoting and ensuring high standards of behaviour
lies with all members of the school community.

The role of the teacher:

● ensure that the ethos of the school is positive;
● set and expect high standards of behaviour from all pupils;
● recognise that a broad and stimulating curriculum will have a direct effect on the

motivation and behaviour of pupils;
● ensure that the academic curriculum will seek to develop each pupil’s interest in

their own learning;
● develop study skills in all pupils to help them cope with any type or level of

appropriate work so that they may become responsible for their own learning;
● reinforce and promote desirable behaviour;
● treat each child fairly and with consistency;
● take appropriate action when undesirable behaviour is encountered. Under no

circumstances will corporal punishment be either threatened or used. This
includes any sort of striking, pushing, pulling or other forceful contact;

● record instances of poor behaviour in line with the school’s policy (see Behaviour
Management, below);

● provide a system of pastoral care and discipline which permits appropriate
behaviour to be discussed with the pupils either as a group or as individuals;

● make clear to pupils what the School’s behaviour policy is and to reinforce it as the
need arises;

● ensure that a good example to the pupils in all aspects of school life is established;
● ensure that behaviour in all aspects of school life is monitored so that the pupils’

attitudes and conduct become standard both in class and out;
● develop good and open relationships with parents to support the School’s work;
● where physical intervention has been necessary, this will be recorded and parents

informed as soon as is reasonable to do so.

The role of the pupil:

● contribute to the atmosphere of willingness to learn, and not in any way hinder the
learning of others;

● participate actively and positively in the development of good and desirable
behaviour in the School;

● learn and exercise self-discipline by responding sincerely and positively when
prompted to reflect on, or self-check and regulate their behaviour;

● work as hard as possible and to put as much effort as they can into any task they
are given or undertake;

● Upper School pupils are to lead positively and act as good role models;
● respond actively to a member of staff’s request or reminder in order to amend any

poor behaviour choices.



The role of the parent:

● the school collaborates actively with parents, so that children receive consistent
messages about how to behave at home and at school;

● we expect parents to support and play an active part in their child’s learning, and to
cooperate with the school so that academic progress and motivation are
maintained;

● we aim to build a supportive dialogue between home and School, and we inform
parents immediately if we have concerns about their child’s welfare or behaviour;

● we expect parents to ask staff what particular courses of action may help their child
during the evenings or in the holidays;

● if the school has to sanction a child, we expect parents to support the actions of the
school.

The role of the Headmistress:

● to ensure the health, safety and welfare of all pupils in the school;
● it is the responsibility of the Headmistress to implement the School Behaviour Policy

consistently throughout the school;
● the Headmistress is responsible for reporting to governors, when requested, on the

effectiveness of the policy;
● the Headmistress keeps records of all reported serious incidents of misbehaviour.

The role of Governors:

● the governors support the Headmistress in adhering to the guidelines set out in this
policy

● the governors may give advice to the Headmistress about particular disciplinary
issues

● the Headmistress takes this into account when making decisions about matters of
behaviour

Behaviour management

Positive behaviour is encouraged through the example of adults, positive reinforcement of
the expected behaviour, and age appropriate strategies for reward and sanction, in line
with school policies. Any unwanted, unkind or unpleasant behaviour will be discussed with
the child at a level appropriate to their age and stage of understanding. Any incident
and sanction (if given) should be recorded as detailed in this policy.

Staff are guided and encouraged to use behaviour management strategies which foster a
positive learning environment. Such strategies are shared and discussed at departmental
meetings and INSET.

A key classroom management strategy employed by Feltonfleet staff is that pupils are
given the opportunity to reflect on their behaviour and reset how they are behaving, if
necessary. Pupils from the Pre-Prep upwards will be aware of the expectation that they
reflect on their behaviour and make adjustments. This must be done discreetly, without
making the pupil feel singled out or publicly shamed.

From Year 5, as a means of communicating with a pupil the need for them to consider
their behaviour, a member of staff may request that a pupil Self-Check and Regulate (also
referred to as ‘being given a Self-Check, or ‘SC&R). If a pupil does not amend their
behaviour and continues to be disruptive or disrespectful, they are then issued with a
further ‘SC&R’. This brings with it further consequences.



If a Middle/Upper School pupil receives 2 SC&R in one lesson, they will serve a detention
the following day with either the Subject Lead, HoS, DHP, or SDH as deemed appropriate.
The pupil’s Form Teacher and Year Leader should be informed; parents will be informed of
the detention and the details should be added onto iSAMS (see below).

Pre-Prep (refer to EYFS Behaviour Management)

● EYFS Behaviour Management

Rewards & Sanctions

See Appendix 2 for further details about the Rewards and Sanctions process

Recording Rewards:

● Pre-Prep: pupils receive a coloured token, in line with their House colour, and put it
into their House container in the foyer of Calvi House or Year 2 House.

● Years 3 & 4: Staff awarding a merit should stamp the pupil’s planner and initial the
stamp. At the end of each week, Lower School Form teachers add these Merits to a
pupil’s iSAMS profile. Pupils receiving a House Point will be given a coloured token
to put into their House container in the foyer of the Lower School.

● Years 5-8: Merits, HMIs and House Points (as detailed in Appendix 2) should be
recorded on iSams by the awarding member of staff, as soon as possible after they
have been awarded

Recording Sanctions:

Academic concerns, including disruption to learning in class:
● record on iSAMS
● Year Leaders & HoS will be notified of a Sanction being recorded
● Parents will be notified via Firefly

Behavioural concerns:
● record on MyConcern
● Year teams and DSL team will be notified of a concern being raised

Pupil Behaviour Contract

The school places a high emphasis on the rewards system as an explicit means of
acknowledging and affirming good behaviour and the Behaviour Policy is designed to
promote good behaviour, rather than merely deter anti-social behaviour. However, if a
pupil persists in making choices that are counter to the four core values, parents will be
asked to meet with the Headmistress.

During this meeting behaviour targets will be discussed with the parents and the pupil,
based on the basic expectations we have for all pupils. The pupil and parent/s will be
asked to sign a Behaviour Contract as a sign of their commitment to abide by the
guidelines set out in the School’s core values. A failure to do so will result in a review of a
pupil’s place at the school.

See Appendix 4 for a Pupil Behaviour Contract template

In addition, the Headmistress has the responsibility for giving fixed-term exclusions (FTE)
to individual pupils for serious acts of misbehaviour. For repeated behaviours that
contravene the Behaviour Contract or very serious acts of anti-social behaviour, including

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R_RtpS5M9s0bwGMlI1s0HBLjSdEfPb7t757UjtJJo7M/edit


but not limited to child-on-child abuse, the Headmistress may permanently exclude a
pupil, by giving a permanent exclusion (PEx).

These actions are taken only after the school governors have been notified.

Fixed-term exclusions (FTE)  and permanent exclusions (PEx)

Only the Headmistress (or the Acting Head) has the power to exclude a pupil from school.
The Headmistress may exclude a pupil for one or more fixed periods, for up to 45 days in
any one school year. In extreme and exceptional circumstances the Headmistress may
exclude a pupil permanently. It is also possible for the Headmistress to convert fixed-term
exclusion into a permanent exclusion, if the circumstances warrant this.

If the Headmistress excludes a pupil, she will inform the parents immediately, giving
reasons for the exclusion. At the same time, the Headmistress will make it clear to the
parents that they can, if they wish, appeal against the decision to the governing body. The
school informs the parents how to make any such appeal.

The governing body itself cannot either exclude a pupil or extend the exclusion period
made by the Headmistress. The governing body has a discipline committee, which is made
up of between three and five members. This committee considers any exclusion appeals on
behalf of the governors.

When an appeals panel meets to consider exclusion, they consider the circumstances in
which the pupil was excluded, consider any representation by parents and consider
whether the pupil should be reinstated. If the governors’ appeals panel decides that a pupil
should be reinstated, the Headmistress must comply with this ruling.

Restraint of a Pupil

All members of staff are aware of the regulations regarding the use of force by teachers,
as set out in Section 93 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006: The Use of Force to
Control or Restrain Pupils. Teachers in our school do not hit, push or slap children. Staff
will only intervene physically to restrain children in order to prevent injury to a child, or if a
child is in danger of hurting themselves. The actions that staff take are in line with
government guidelines on the restraint of children. See Restraint Policy.

Drug- and alcohol-related incidents

It is the policy of Feltonfleet School that no pupil should bring any drug, legal or illegal, to
school.

The school will take very seriously the misuse of any substances such as glue, other
solvents, or alcohol. The parents or guardians of any child involved will always be notified.
If any pupil deliberately brings substances into school for the purpose of misuse the
consequence will be exclusion and the police and social services will be informed.

If any child is found to be suffering from the effects of alcohol or other substances,
arrangements will be made for that child to be taken home and the DSL will address any
welfare or safeguarding issues.

It is forbidden for anyone, adult or child, to bring onto the school premises illegal drugs.
Any child who is found to have brought to school any type of illegal substance will face the
consequence of exclusion.



Statement on Drugs and the Misuse of Substances (from Health and Safety Policy)

Definitions

Drugs include medicines, volatile substances, alcohol, tobacco and illegal drugs.

Authorised drugs refers to medicines and any other drugs sanctioned for legitimate use
and covered in school policies, such as the storage and administration of medicines. In all
other circumstances, drugs are unauthorised whether they are legal or not.

The school recognises that its first concern in the management of drugs is the health and
safety of the whole school community and meeting the pastoral needs of its pupils.
It seeks to achieve this through:

● restrictions on the storage and administration of authorised drugs;
● the ban for pupils on all other drugs legal or otherwise;
● the ban for staff on all illegal drugs;
● Feltonfleet is a No Smoking workplace;
● information is provided for pupils in curricular lessons and in lectures by visiting

speakers;
● information is provided for parents and staff.

Sanctions for drug related incidences

Any pupil with unauthorised drugs will be dealt with by the Headmistress in the first
instance.

The search of a pupil’s belongings on suspicion will be conducted in the presence of the
pupil.

Section 550ZA (3) of the Education Act 1996 details which “prohibited items” staff can
search for, without consent, as below:

• knives and weapons;
• alcohol;
• illegal drugs;
• stolen items;
• tobacco and cigarette papers;
• e-cigarettes or vaping pens/vaping paraphernalia;
• fireworks;
• pornographic images;
• any article that has been or is likely to be used to commit an offence, cause personal
injury or damage to property; and
• any item banned by the school rules which has been identified in the rules as an item
which may be searched for.

The legislation sets out what must be done with prohibited items found as a result of a
search.

If an incident involves a member of staff, they will be dealt with under the school’s
disciplinary policies. The Headmistress will decide on whether the police are to be involved.



Parental Concerns

If parents have any concerns about the way in which their child has been treated, they
should email their child’s Form teacher (Pre-Prep) or Year Leader (Years 3-8). The Form
teacher / Year Leader will then triage and respond. If at that point, the concern remains,
parents should contact the Headmistress or SDH.

If, following discussions, the problem cannot be resolved, a formal grievance or appeal
process can be implemented – see Complaints Policy & Procedure.

Monitoring and Review

The Headmistress monitors the effectiveness of this policy on a regular basis. She also
reports to the governing body on the effectiveness of the policy and, if necessary, makes
recommendations for further improvements.

The School records significant incidents of misbehaviour directly on the MyConcern
web-based safeguarding system, together with welfare and safeguarding concerns.
Reports are done by the member of staff who witnesses the behaviour, the exception being
when a reported behaviour is witnessed by a staff member who does not have a
MyConcern login, such as a peripatetic teacher. If contacted by a parent about a concern,
the  member of staff who has been contacted will report this on MyConcern.

Behaviour reports are allocated to the appropriate Year team, and are monitored by the
Heads of School and appropriate members of the Senior Leadership Team. The
Headmistress records those incidents where a child is sent to her on account of poor
behaviour.

There will be regular meetings of the Headmistress, the Deputy Head (Pastoral) and the
Year Leaders to monitor issues relating to behaviour. At a subsequent Governors’ meeting
the Headmistress can make a report to governors on any behaviour matters arising.
Issues relating to behaviour are also discussed at the fortnightly Welfare Meeting in an
attempt to discern if there are any underlying pastoral issues, patterns of behaviour or
cohort trends.

The Headmistress keeps a record of any pupil who is excluded for a fixed-term, or who is
permanently excluded.

It is the responsibility of the governing body to monitor the rate of fixed term and
permanent and exclusions, and to ensure that the school policy is administered fairly and
consistently.

This policy is reviewed every year.

Elizabeth Cherry
Deputy Head (Pastoral)
September 2022



Appendix 1

Pre-Prep - Behaviour Management, Rewards & Sanctions in Pre-Prep

Appendix 2

Prep School - Rewards & Sanctions

Lower School (Years 3 & 4)

In the Lower School good behaviour is rewarded in order to help children to adhere to the
four core values and be their best selves. We are keen to promote good behaviour and we
focus on positive behaviour rather than negative.

Rewards

● Merits are awarded in recognition of a pupil’s personal, academic or co-curricular
achievement, relative to ability.

● A piece of work; excellent contribution to a lesson; independent learning;
outstanding effort is rewarded with a Merit which is stamped in a pupil’s planner

● A Merit equates to a House Point and is added to the pupil’s House total
● HMI’s (Headmistress’s Initials) are given for outstanding pieces of work or effort.
● At Lower School Assemblies, certificates are awarded for Form contribution, times

tables and handwriting
● Certificates for progress and effort in academic subjects are awarded at the end of

term Celebration Assemblies.
● Termly certificates are awarded to pupils who have earned the most merits over the

course of that term
● House Points are awarded to pupils outside of lessons for outstanding behaviour

in relation to the four core values, courtesy and helpfulness. Pupils are given a
coloured token to put into their House container in the Lower School foyer.

● Pupils’ accomplishments, in and outside the classroom are reported in the
fortnightly Newsletter.

Support and Sanctions

The table below details the disciplinary process and the progressive system of academic
and behaviour improvement for Lower School pupils. The emphasis is on encouraging
pupils to be responsible for their own actions and reflect on the nature of the choices they
make and the consequences that follow.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R_RtpS5M9s0bwGMlI1s0HBLjSdEfPb7t757UjtJJo7M/edit


LOWER SCHOOL
Academic Support & Sanctions

STEP 1
Incomplete work or work not up to expected standard

Catch up session. Pupil completes work on arrival to school in the morning during Form
Time before lessons start

⬇
STEP 2

If the issue continues, Form Teacher/Year Leader speaks to the pupil. Parents are
phoned to keep them informed

⬇
STEP 3

If there is no improvement, or issues persist, Head of Lower School arranges a
meeting with parents, involving Form teacher to discuss concerns and a strategy to

move forward. A review date is agreed

LOWER SCHOOL
Behaviour Support & Sanctions

STEP 1
Learning disruption; failure to respond to instructions; distracting others. The pupil

is reminded to reflect on their behaviour and make adjustments where needed

Poor behaviour outside of the classroom: staff to intervene & sanction where
appropriate; report to YL/DHP; record on MyConcern.

⬇
STEP 2

Learning disruption persists; pupil given a second opportunity to change their
behaviour. Disruption recorded on iSAMS under applicable category.

⬇
STEP 3

Continued infringement and/or serious incident; immediate referral to the Head of
Lower School for a detention. Recorded on MyConcern. Parents informed and a

meeting may be called

⬇
STEP 4

Further infringements and/or a serious incident. Recorded on MyConcern. Parents
and pupil will meet with the Headmistress to draw up a Behaviour Contract.



Middle School (Years 5&6) & Upper School (Years 7&8)

In the Middle & Upper School we continue to reward good behaviour in order to help
children to adhere to the four core values and be their best selves. We are keen to
promote good behaviour and we focus on the positive rather than the negative.

Rewards

● Merits are awarded in recognition of a pupil’s personal, academic or co-curricular
achievement, relative to ability.

● A piece of work; excellent contribution to a lesson; independent learning;
outstanding effort is rewarded with a Merit which is recorded on iSAMS by the
awarding member of staff.

● HMI’s (Headmistress’s initials) are given for outstanding pieces of work or effort.

● Certificates for progress and effort in academic subjects are awarded at the end of
term Celebration Assemblies.

● Termly certificates are awarded to pupils who have earned the most merits over the
course of that term

● House Points are awarded to pupils outside of lessons for outstanding behaviour
in relation to the four core values, courtesy and helpfulness. These are added to
iSAMS by the member of staff who has awarded them.

● Pupils’ accomplishments, in and outside the classroom are reported in the
fortnightly Newsletter

Support and Sanctions

The table below details the disciplinary process and the progressive system of academic
and behaviour improvement. The emphasis is on encouraging pupils to be responsible for
their own actions and reflect on the nature of the choices they make and the consequences
that follow.



MIDDLE & UPPER SCHOOL
Academic Support & Sanctions

STEP 1
If a pupil arrives late to a lesson, does not have equipment, fails to focus in class,

distracts others, hands in prep late, or produces work below the expected standard,
this is recorded on iSAMS. Outstanding work should be completed at break time

under the supervision of the subject teacher.

⬇
STEP 2

If a pupil continues to fail to complete work, or their learning attitude continues to
be negative, Head of MS/US should be informed. An academic detention will be

arranged with the Head of MS/US and parents informed. Detention will be recorded
on iSAMS.

⬇
STEP 3

If work or learning attitude continues to be below the expected standard, there will
be a further academic detention with the DHA and parents will be invited in for a

meeting. The DHA will inform the Headmistress.

MIDDLE & UPPER SCHOOL
Behaviour Support & Sanctions

STEP 1
Learning disruption in class; the pupil will be asked to self-check & regulate their

behaviour. Recorded on iSAMS.
Poor behaviour outside of the classroom: staff to intervene & sanction where

appropriate; report to YL/DHP; record on MyConcern.

⬇
STEP 2

Learning disruption persists; the pupil has not responded to the request to SC&R. A
detention will be issued. Recorded on iSAMS.

Behaviour concerns outside of the classroom continue: staff to intervene & sanction
where appropriate; report to YL/DHP; record on MyConcern.

⬇
STEP 3

If behaviour persists or a single incident is deemed serious, there is an immediate
referral to the SDH or DHP. A sanction will be issued. Parents and the Headmistress

will be informed. This is recorded on MyConcern.

⬇
STEP 4

If there is a consistent pattern of poor behaviour or a serious incident, parents and
pupil will meet with the Headmistress to draw up behaviour targets and to sign a

Behaviour Contract



Appendix 3

Specific rules/guidelines for pupils

OUT OF BOUNDS AREAS (ISI 16b) – under separate policy

Classroom

● be punctual to lessons and arrive with all the correct equipment
● if you have a question, put up your hand and wait to be asked
● sit properly on chairs
● listen to and follow instructions
● respect the classroom: leave it as you found it. This applies at all times
● respect others' work
● let others focus on their own personal targets in class without distraction
● respect each other
● avoid borrowing others' belongings in lessons
● be prepared for lessons
● respect your own, and school, property
● classrooms not to be used outside lessons
● next class enters the room as soon as is reasonable to avoid congestion in corridors
● be punctual
● enter and leave classroom/assembly in silence

Appearance

● Uniform should comply with the Uniform List 2022/2023 and be fully named
● no jewellery apart from one set of ear studs
● hair tied back if shoulder length/clipped back if fringe covers eyes
● black shoes worn properly and clean - no black trainers
● shirts tucked in
● sleeves down except in 'summer dress' order
● no make up
● school issue Sports kit only
● blazer must be worn for assembly and for arrival at school/dismissal

Dining Room

● Silence when requested
● Appropriate dining etiquette and manners required

Break

● Pay attention to the time, listen out for and respond to the bell
● Adhere to out of bounds rules
● Stay outside and do not wander around inside
● Be aware of which staff are on duty (wearing hi-viz vests)



Appendix 4
Behaviour Contract

In the Feltonfleet community of staff, pupils and boarders, we pride ourselves on
honesty, responsibility, respect and kindness

At Feltonfleet, we require pupils to uphold the values of honesty, responsibility, respect and
kindness that underpin the positive choices we expect them to make and to create an
environment where everyone feels happy, confident and secure.

As a member of the pupil body at Feltonfleet, ………………………………… must commit to meeting
the targets set out below, which are based on the basic expectations we have for all pupils.

These targets represent a chance to prove he/she is willing and able to abide by the rules of
Feltonfleet; failure to meet these targets will lead to his/her immediate future at the school
being called into question.

Targets and Expectations
(Examples are shown below. These will vary depending on each individual set of
circumstances)

● ………………………………… must show respect for all other members of the
community. This includes following instructions from teachers, not being
disruptive or talkative in classes and being kind and respectful to his/her peers.

● ………………………………… must demonstrate that he/she is upholding the
school’s values by their everyday actions

● ………………………………… must attend all school commitments and arrive on time
for them (including both daily registration times, form time, assemblies, all
lessons and any other commitments as directed by the school staff.

● ………………………………… is expected to work hard in all lessons and complete prep
as well as possible, and on time.

● ………………………………… must dress in the correct, full school uniform.

Agreement
Name of pupil: .…………………………………………………………………….

Year group:  .………………………………………………………………………..

I have read and understood the Feltonfleet Behaviour Policy and I agree to
uphold this policy and support the Staff of Feltonfleet by making positive choices
in my behaviour.

Pupil signature: ……………………………………………………………………………

Parent signature: …………………………………………………………………………….


